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About This Game

The bright dancing lights of the aurora illuminates the sky of Terra Feminarum every night. However, recently the northern
lights have strangely become restless and weaken. Three the most powerful shamans of the “Land of Women” are willing to

investigate the matter. The road to the Pohjola shall be traveled once more.

Terra Feminarum is a Finnish mythology themed Japanese style manic shoot ’em up. The characters and the story are based on
Finnish mythology. The gameplay and the art style are both highly inspired by Japanese danmaku shooters.
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Features: 

Hand drawn HD (1080p) graphics. No wasted screen space!

7 Character driven story chapters that leads the player trough the forests and lakes into the mystical land of Pohjola.

Story Mode where player can experience the story chapters individually. The character progress will be saved. This
mode has also special challenges!

Arcade Mode with traditional arcade like experience for 1cc and score runs. No continues. A true challenge for the most
skilled players.

4 difficulties: Novice, Normal, Hard and Brutal. While the Brutal difficulty will separate the flesh from the bones, the
Novice difficulty will give you mercy.

Special Weapon System lets the player pick up mana from fallen enemies to power their shaman’s most powerful
attacks.

Enhancement system lets the player enhance the playable characters by beating bosses and challenges.

The games magical soundtrack enchants you with varied folk themed songs running from waltz to black metal.
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Title: Terra Feminarum
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Polar Night Games
Publisher:
Polar Night Games
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core i3-3110M

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GT 650M or equivalent. OpenGL 3.3+

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: Do not use non-ASCII (non-English) characters on the game installation path!

English
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It is nice.. Delivers what it promises, and does it good.. I biggest, glaring flaw with this game is that the series has been
indefinitely post-poned. A real shame - the first two instalment were fantastic fun.. this is fun ... :D ,,works just nice on me PC.
it be like ,,how the h*** am i gonna make that one.*level..
 i might fail at first go,, still i get it next turn again and again. : )
passed first 20 level with 60 stars. and onto 18 levels on next ,,soo close to halfway,, i proberly gonna complete this game if it be
up to me and me skillz ,, soo for pure tactical fun ,relaxed music cool colorful graffic and nice prize..i recomend this easy. as a
good game.

there 240 Stars complete ,, game was a fun challange.. with very cool nice grafficl,, sweet.
with some practise u easy get what shot u want..
only 2 tiny issue i had,,, been ,,it starts in window/fullscreen. inbetween bouth : )
but get fullscreen when i lay game down to line and up again..so no big deal.

2th issue ,,be 3 last entry to game,, and i end game,,it still be online to me Steam profile,,

and a task ,, sins i had to turn off/on Steam to end it...true ctrl alt delete and
not reg way,,sins Steams tell me i have to turn off StayAlight ( proberly a Steam error.)
*and did not happen last time proberly because i window, game ,before i end it.

and me gameplay time be about 10hrs shorter, ,,, this was FUNNY good gameing.
with only use of mouse,, more relaxing ,, then most me other type gameplay.... tumbs up. A awesome game that i really enjoyed
playing when it was playable. The game is pretty much dead. My sugestion would be make the game free so everyone could
play. but besides that fact its an awesome game that i enjoy and wish to play again (with a full lobby). When you are on
Multiplayer, trench warfare is probabley the most intense and emersfull way of playing.. I played this game first before steam
even existed it is better than the first on graphics an enjoyable game.. Graphics freeze constantly on my machine. Game
continues working but nothing changes on screen so it's unplayable. Got an hour and a bit on my initial playing of the game and
no more then 10 minute stretches after that.. 10/10 - Would send 30 Infantry Sections over the top and into the German Base
again
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I have played all the Milestone motorcycle games and with no doubt I must say that its the moste mature, best polished and most
enjoyable their game to this date. Still its not without things I dislike but I can truly recomend it.

Honestly I have never been riding on a MX bike but finally in this game physics are good, challenging, and it needs time to
understand how to handle the bike. Front tire still has way too much grip (I really dont understand why Milestone is always
making so unrealistic front tire grip) but finally in some situations you can flip the bike over or lowside. Riding is not about
stupid full throttle, its easy to loose rear grip or fall. Rigs and track line are very important.

Finally bike set iu is nicely made and proper bike set up give advantage. Like in MXGP 3 or MSX the graphics are fantastic (but
still blurry), better animation, fantastic mud effect ant track deformation...but...still the rain look weird (not as bad as MXGP3).
Unfortunately to fully enjoy you need very strong pc as I was able to play MXGP3 @60 FPS with full settings, now I hardly
ever get 40fps.

Its a big shame that if you bought MXGP3 you will fell that this game is "just" very upgraded version, but finally Milestone
released a good game I really find it hard to complain about anything. Of course there are things that should be upgraded/added
and despite writing about it many times it wasn't implemented. So again, my suggestions are:
-more realistic front tire grip
-changable Field Of View for onboard camreas
-dynamic onboard camera allowing to look into apex or head movement depending on the rider lean
-compound riding in multiplyer mode
-sharp filter for graphics options

In short version:
PROS:
-good, challanging physics (but yet too much grip for front tire)
-beautiful graphics, animations, track deformations
-enjoyable gameplay
-nice career mode with extreme option
-big customisation
-working set up of the bike
-traning mode with echievements
-fantastic compound
-great sounds

CONS:
-very strong pc needed to use full gfx settings
-too much front tire grip
-annoying respawn when leaving track limits, in some cases instant respawn.
-too short respawn time after crash
-no compound in multiplayer mode.. Fine for a wee mess about. Get it when its on the cheap. 2 player also.. This game is
actualy great! It is not pay to win, not bought a thing, and usualy wipe the floor with those who have payed for anything. Yes it
might have some translation issues, but that is all. Gameplay is fun also, an if you are able to think like chess then you will have
no time in leveling fast!. This funny game needs to be fixed. It's a shame that is dying.. This game is from like 1999. That being
said. Probably the largest time sink of a game I have ever played. I mean I've got games where I've played over 1000 hours.
That's nothing compared with how much time I've spent in this game. I actually left it playing over night on full speed once. I
got to the year 2307. Yeah that's how much I play this game. I still haven't completed the campaign though. I'm in no rush.
Besides, I love the sandbox. I like not being restricted by any goals. All in all though This is the game I've spent the most time
playing in my life. 5 out of 5 stars.. I'd got to start off by admitting, I've played a lot of games in this tone and style but this one
has the weirdest twist than anything else I've ever played and I've played a lot of weird games. As for the game over all; it is
interesting and a lot of fun. The mechanics are interesting and play upon the theme of the game very well. Though there isn't
much set story it is still intriguing as you explore the levels and "characters" found within the game. Over all this game was lots
of fun and I would recommend for something new to try!. If you want a new Sega Rally, then that is your game!. in my top 10
games of all time. The store page says coop not local coop... the description doesnt say it is on one computer coop... the game
has deathmatch mode online so wtf couldnt they do the campaing coop online???!!!!
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The Coop is local only and it plays horrible as the game is best played with keyboard and mouse and in local coop only one
player can do that, the other is bound for gamepad, and it is not even half as good as keyboard + mouse.

dont waste your time with this piece of garbage
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